English Folder
Function

iPad App

PC / Laptop

English definitions, synonyms, word origins,
audio pronunciations, example sentences,
idioms, word games, legal and medical terms,
Word of the Day.

Dictionary.com

FREE

Dictionary.com

FREE

Interactive lessons similar to PowerPoint but
includes quizzes, check-ins and surveys to
individualise learning.

Nearpod By LLC

FREE

Nearpod By LLC

FREE

Record, dictate and edit voice clips.

Voice Recorder & Audio Editor

FREE

Voice Recorder (Windows App)

FREE

Create ebooks on iPad, Chromebooks and on
the web.

Book Creator

$4.49

Book Creator

FREE

Create PowerPoint presentations, animations
and green screen presentations

PowerPoint

FREE

PowerPoint

FREE

Borrow eBooks, audiobooks, and streaming
video from your library using OverDrive on your
device.

OverDrive

FREE

OverDrive

FREE

Utilities Folder
Function
Email program for students to send and receive
emails related to school and the curriculum.

View, print and comment on PDF documents

Creative tools for students to capture and
reflect on their learning, Teachers see all
student work in one place and can track student
learning.

Allows iPads to connect wirelessly to class
Interactive Whiteboards.

Make mathematical calculations

iPad App

PC / Laptop

Microsoft Outlook

FREE

Microsoft Outlook

FREE

Adobe Acrobate Reader

FREE

Adobe Acrobate Reader

FREE

Seesaw CLASS

FREE

Seesaw CLASS

FREE

Epson iProjection

FREE

Epson iProjection

FREE

The Calculator

FREE

Calculator (Windows App)

FREE

Maths Folder
Function

iPad App

PC / Laptop

The Calculator

FREE

Calculator (Windows App)

FREE

Mathletics

FREE

Mathletics

FREE

Structure numbers to one hundred. Students
use the frames to count, represent, compare,
and compute with numbers in a range.

Number Frames

FREE

Number Frames

FREE

Develop a deeper understanding of place value
while building computation skills with multidigit numbers to regroup, add, subtract,
multiply, and divide.

Number Pieces

FREE

Number Pieces

FREE

Explore and investigate geometry, fractions,
shapes, angles, symmetry, composing and
decomposing larger shapes.

Pattern Shapes

FREE

Pattern Shapes

FREE

Visualize number sequences, illustrate
strategies for counting, comparing, adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. Choose
number lines labelled with whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, or negative numbers.

Number Line

FREE

Number Line

FREE

Make mathematical calculations

Online learning platform for student-driven
learning & teacher-led instruction in all areas of
the Mathematics Curriculum

Use a bar or circle to represent, compare, and
perform operations with fractions with
denominators from 1 to 100.

Fractions

FREE

Fractions

FREE

Deepen understanding with interactive flash
cards of key mathematical terms (Term,
example, definition)

Math Vocabulary Cards

FREE

Math Vocabulary Cards

FREE

STEAM Folder
Function

iPad App

PC / Laptop

Learn to code using visual code blocks that
represent real programming concepts via
2,000+ interest-driven activities.

Tynker

FREE

Tynker

FREE

Free programming language and online
community where you can create your own
interactive stories, games, and animations.

Scratch Jr

FREE

Scratch Jr

FREE

Autodesk Sketchbook

FREE

Autodesk Sketchbook

FREE

Minecraft Education Edition

FREE

Minecraft Education Edtion

FREE

Draw, paint & sketch anywhere

Game-based learning platform that promotes
creativity, collaboration and problem-solving in
an immersive digital environment.

Humanities & Social Sciences Folder
Function

iPad App

PC / Laptop

Explore the whole world from above with
satellite imagery, 3D terrain of the entire globe
and 3D buildings in hundreds of cities around
the world.

Google Earth

FREE

Google Earth

FREE

Navigate your world faster and easier with
Google Maps.

Google Maps

FREE

Google Maps

FREE

Microsoft Office Folder
Function

iPad App

PC / Laptop

Create impactful text documents, scripts, blogs,
write-ups, or resumes. Customize your
document, letter, resume, or notes.

Microsoft Word

FREE

Microsoft Word

FREE

PowerPoint lets you make a lasting impression
with powerful and customizable slides and
presentations that make you stand out.

Microsoft PowerPoint

FREE

Microsoft PowerPoint

FREE

Review spreadsheets and run data analysis on
the go. Customize tables and spreadsheets the
way you want with robust formatting tools and
great features.

Microsoft Excel

FREE

Microsoft Excel

FREE

Outlook lets you bring all of your email accounts
and calendars in one convenient spot.

Microsoft Outlook

FREE

Microsoft Outlook

FREE

Microsoft OneDrive keeps your photos and files
backed up, protected, synced, and accessible on
all your devices.

Microsoft OneDrive

FREE

Microsoft OneDrive

FREE

Capture your thoughts, discoveries, and ideas
and simplify overwhelming planning moments
in your life with your very own digital notepad.

Microsoft OneNote

FREE

Microsoft OneNote

FREE

Collaboration space for students to access files,
quick links and student notices.

Microsoft SharePoint

FREE

Microsoft SharePoint

FREE

Microsoft Teams brings, chat and threaded
conversations, meetings & video conferencing,
calling and content collaboration.

Microsoft Teams

FREE

Microsoft Teams

FREE

